
To My Beloved,

Whilst a few weeks have passed since we last spoke, quite a bit has occurred. First, the

portal was successfully opened and an untold number of us passed through safely. However,

the same could not be said for the vessels that went through. Gravity within this realm seems

to shift at random, affecting large engines the most; many of the larger capital ships were

either ripped apart or crashed from the gravitational shifts and surges, whilst others suffered

power surges...

Speaking of power surges, the Force acts strangely in this realm. The energy patterns

themselves are so chaotic that I dare not risk any of the types of sorcery that I have studied.

Even the mundane soldiers are having issues of powers manifesting in certain areas we enter,

which only adds to the chaos we’re dealing with. For Force users, there are areas where our

powers are amplified, negated entirely or switched out... for example, one of ours that has no

talent as a seer whatsoever was given a Force vision that allowed the rest of our team to skirt

around a trap of some kind without losing scouts.

We’ve been taking samples of plants and a liquid that seems to act as a restorative in

the Force energy of our enemies. Whilst none of us has dared sip it, for fear of the effects, it

will prove interesting to study upon our return. There are many dangers here from Spirit

Avatars (think Force Ghosts, whether they were users or not), megalithic crystalline skulls that

either spawn or transport enemies... and golden pyres that help to rejuvenate our enemies,

whilst sapping our own energy when it doesn’t outright burn.

I will write more when I next have a chance. We’re preparing to storm the enemy’s

fortress and we know not what horrors dwell within. Whatever happens, I know that you will

keep our family safe.

Yours Sincerely,

Celevon Werd’a

Governor of Kasiya


